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Synopsis

Contents: Adagio (Beethoven) \c Aria (Donizetti) \c Berceuse (Stravinsky) \c Bourree I from Cello Suite No. 3 (Bach) \c Cool \c Entr’acte \c Es ist vollbracht (Bach) \c The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (Dukas) \c Symphony No. 4, Finale (Tchaikovsky) \c Symphony No. 5 (Tchaikovsky) \c Theme from Pictures at an Exhibition (Mussorgsky).
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Customer Reviews

It had most of my favorite pieces of music. I’d say there is only one piece in here actually suited for state solo competitions, but the others are nice to have and to play to. It’s convenient to have the music in the original key even though it says it’s been arranged. I highly recommend this to an aspiring young musician.

Since bassoons are seldom soloists it was difficult to find music for my daughter to practice on her own for her own enjoyment. This book has a nice collection of pieces. It comes with piano accompaniment but no one in my house plays.

Challenging pieces, but fun to work on. Would be great for competition selections.
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